


4RuImpex srl
4RU IMPEX s.r.l. is a company created in 2006 by few Italian wine producers. The main 
target was to merge sales forces and finance to open new foreign markets, to offer wider 
portfolio and better logistic service for international customers. We are proud to be Italian 
and we love our land and our vineyards; Italian food & beverage sector is one of the best 
worldwide for price/quality ratio. Our mission is to improve the "Made in Italy" all around 
the world, providing fair prices, high quality products and professional service. Today 4RU 
IMPEX represents 18 countries, with a total turnover of 10 million euro, 30 brands and 
more than 200 SKU. We produce a wide range of wines – white and red, still and sparkling, 
dry and semisweet; in our portfolio we have more than 30 own brands, but also can be 
available private labels. We can bottle wines in different packaging: - glass bottles in 0,187 
lt. 0,375 lt. 0,75 lt 1,5lt - Bag in box in 3lt, 5lt, 10lt. - KEGs in 20 lt. with bag or not. In 
addition to wines we have possibilities to produce based wine cocktails (for example 
fragolino), vermouths and spirits. All business is made by people and we are proud to have 
professional and international team in our company capable of speaking several languages 
including Italian, English, Spain, Portuguese, French, German and Russian.



4RUIMPEX SRL             
Products/Services for CLIA

4RuImpex srl is a commercial company 
who produce all kind of Italian wines from 
DOCG to Table wine from all Italian 
Regions. We can provide 
still/sparkling/dry/sweet/semisweet and 
also spirits from entry level product like 
Lambrusco or based wine cocktails to 
high end products like Brunello di 
Montalcino, Amarone and Barolo.
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Reference person: Stefano 
Domeniconi Email: sdomeniconi@4ru.it
Telephone: +39 0544 67000

Mobile: +39 3935138185
Web site: www.4ru.it

mailto:sdomeniconi@4ru.it




We are BENVOLIO 1938, an Italian company in the oil processing 
industry over four generations and we focus our activity on the 
production of organic and non-organic seed oils with more than 80 
years of experience in the oil industry.
Benvolio is the number one brand for organic oils on the Italian market 
with a wide range of products such as linseed, sunflower, grapeseed, 
coconut, etc.
Our product range reflects the company's commitment to innovation, 
sustainability and quality.
From conventional to organic, from classic or infused extra virgin olive 
oil to almond, coconut, hemp, corn, sunflower and peanut oils... 
BENVOLIO offers a range for cooking as well as products suitable for 
daily beauty and well-being.

BENVOLIO 1938 SRL



Traditional line Gourmet line

Organic line 





BENVOLIO 1938 SRL 
Contacts

Reference person: Martina Manna
Email: martina.manna@benvolio1938.com
Telephone: 0422 710999
Mobile: +39 3478557417

Web site: https://benvolio.bio/

mailto:martina.manna@benvolio1938.com




BON JOUR DOLCIARIA
Snapshot of the company
Bonjour Dolciaria is a family-run company founded in Genoa in 1976.
Initially created to serve the Ho.re.ca channel with fresh breakfast desserts, in 
the mid-90s the company entered the large-scale retail channel.
In recent years, thanks to a renewed generational push and large investments, 
the company is renovating its production structures to increase and streamline 
production.
Precisely in recent months the company has launched a new Horeca line of 
long-life pastries, which is proposed here as of potential interest for on-board 
supplies.

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO
BON JOUR DOLCIARIA
Products / Services for CLIA

SMALL PICTURE SMALL PICTURE

Quality and artisanal pastry
In this context, the company offers a line 
of long-life pastries, which presents the 
characteristics of quality and 
craftsmanship.

Here is proposed a line of loose pastry, as 
tarts and stuffed tartlets, and a 
ready-to-use line of single packaged 
croissants.





COMPANY LOGO
BON JOUR DOLCIARIA
Contacts

Reference person: Gabriele Burri
Email: gabriele.burri@bonjoursrl.it 
Telephone: +39 010 467965

Mobile: +39 340 7080936
Web site: 
https://www.bonjourdolciaria.it/

mailto:gabriele.burri@bonjoursrl.it














CERASUS SANGUINE
Snapshot of the company
Our Cherry Balsamic Vinegar is produced through an innovative process thanks to which we create a 
pure and genuine, aromatic vinegar, able to enhance any dish without compromising its organoleptic 
properties. Cerasus Sanguine uses only natural ingredients such as grape must and nothing else is 
added, no sugar, caramel, thickener, colorants or other unnatural ingredients.
It differs from other products on the market because our Cherry Balsamic Vinegar does not undergo 
treatments at high temperature that could alter the organoleptic properties of the cherry juice.
Our Cherry Balsamic Vinegar is produced and bottled in our wonderful farmstead a few miles from 
Bologna. Experience, Passion Precision, Craftsmanship MADE IN ITALY
THE FIRST WAXED SEAL The wax adds additional personality, color and style to our products.
THE BRUSH OF THE ARTIST Each ampoule is meticulously cleaned and stripped of any impurities. 
Packaged and sealed with care and precision in our laboratories. The Eternal Seal is our certificate of 
quality and guarantee that our product is entirely natural and unique worldwide .
THE LABEL All of our labels are created as works of art, painted by the famous artist Damisela Pastors 
Lugo. The artist’s imprint of the brand is lasting and profound.

COMPANY LOGO



ATER
Fresh and young, the least aged cherry balsamic vinegar in the 
entire range. An ideal condiment for salads and appetizers and 
ideal for glazing roasts. Added after cooking, its tart scent gives 
dishes more character.
Black in color and slightly fruity in taste with balanced sweetness 
and strong acidity.
ARGENTUM
A velvety nectar that gently caresses strong flavored meats, 
such as game and stews and more matured cheeses. Traditional 
family dishes that find an ideal combination with this cherry 
balsamic vinegar. Excellent also on pastry products.
Dark hazelnut in color, velvety and semi dense with a sweet and 
delicate taste with sour aftertaste.
DEORUM NECTARE DARK AND WHITE
Dark and White chocolate bars filled with Cherry Balsamic 
Vinegar.
Our artisan chocolate bar filled with Cerasus Sanguine Cherry 
Balsamic Vinegar is Made in Emilia-Romagna. In this product we 
combine the Modena vinegar expertise with that of the Parma 
chocolatiers who select the best cocoa to obtain a product of 
excellence in the artistic innovation of the unique Pastor’s style 
signature. A magical combination that enhances every aspect 
and detail of a range that will remain with you for its taste, smell, 
sensation and vision.





CERASUS SANGUINE
CONTACTS

COMPANY LOGO

Reference person: Uriel De Pastors
Email: u.depastors@cerasussanguine.com
Telephone: +39 327 032 4175
Mobile: + 39 327 032 4175

Web site: cerasussanguine.com

mailto:u.depastors@cerasussanguine.com




IKONIC DRINKS SRL
IKONIC DRINKS’ mission is to build the most innovative & iconic beverage products matching 
the aspirational drivers of the new international generations.

We have realized flavoured drinks based on 100% italian wine to be consumed during social 
and entertaining moments.

The product has been developed in 2 lines: one for the B2B (MIXOLOGY) and one for the 
B2C (SUPERHORECA) in order to match the needs of 3 main sales segments: HORECA, 
SUPERHORECA and CATERING/EVENTS.

SKILLS:

LIFESTYLE: A 360° experience with a product that represents style and refinement.
SOCIAL STANDING: Emerge in the social context and be leading actor of the stage.
EXPERIENCE: Consume a product with a distinctive identity and a memorability experience.



IKONIC DRINKS SRL
Products / Services for CLIA

A SPARKLING DRINK BASED ON 100% ITALIAN WINE 
able to engage our target clients throughout all 
stages of consumption by enhancing the  edible 
glitter effect with other captivating elements. 

The bottle has an integrated LED light at the base 
and will be opened using the Sabrage technique 
thanks to a customized metal card. 

ALCOHOL: 10%





IKONIC DRINKS SRL
Contacts

Reference person: Laura Cocco
Email: l.cocco@glamerage.com 
Mobile: +39 349 77 32 005

Web site: glamerage.com





GIA SRL
Snapshot of the company
GIA IS A FAMILY COMPANY LOCATED IN EMILIA ROMAGNA, 

THE ITALIAN FOOD VALLEY

WHO WE ARE: 
GIA is a food industry founded in 1980 in San Carlo in the province of Ferrara, in 
Emilia Romagna to produce garlic paste in tube from fresh garlic. 
For more than 40 years GIA has been selling their products on retail markets in 
14 foreign countries.

WHAT WE DO: 
From this great experience GIA expands in the food service thanks to their 
products always innovative. 



GIA SRL Products for CLIA

SMALL PICTURE

GARLIC, ONION, SOFFRITTO VEGETABLE 
BASE are just a few of the products that 
GIA can supply in PASTES packed in 
aluminum bags of 5 or 10Kg.

POINT of SALES:
- Storage at room temperature;
- 12 months shelf life;
- High quality;
- TO USE AS IT IS or COOKED;
- Avoid cleaning and skinning the 
vegetables.
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GIA
Contacts
Reference person: Igor Rizzuti – Italy Sales Office
Email: gia-trade@giaspa.it
Telephone: +39 0532 849801

Mobile: +39 329 0485465 
Web site: giaspa.it

Reference person: Lorenzo Guidetti – Export Sales Office
Email: gia-oper@giaspa.it
Telephone: +39 0532 849801

Web site: giaspa.it

mailto:gia-trade@giaspa.it
mailto:gia-trade@giaspa.it




GIN MÄ
Snapshot of the company
La Compagnia di San Giorgio s.r.l. was born in 2018 at will of a team of Ligurian 
business man.
The passion for spirits, which is shared by all the members, has given birth to a 
iconic product: Gin Mä, the first Gin in the world with Genoese Basil PDO.
The unique and innovative recipe mixes all the typical botanicals of this 
distillate, together with the Genoese Basil PDO, symbol and pride of the italian 
Riviera.
The will of the founders is to devote to the city of Genoa a product that 
represents it, thanks to the transparency of the distillate that it reflects the 
Ligurian sea.
The Gin Mä evokes with its scents and aromas the best of the beautiful italian 
Riviera, to give the entire world a sip of Liguria.



GIN MÄ AND
VERMOUTH PINEO
The “basil” is the soul and heart of our Gin Mä.
Its scent is synonymous with freshness, sweet 
and fragrant, it creates a perfect balance 
aromatic with other botanicals.
The Vermouth Pineo combines the great tradition 
of Italian vermouth dry, with the addition of an 
elegant pure pine nut infusion.





LA COMPAGNIA DI SAN 
GIORGIO S.R.L.
CONTACTS
Reference person: Thomas Cuberli
Email: ceo@ ilginma.com
Telephone: +39 342 9432916

Mobile: +39 342 9432916
Web site: www.ilginma.com

http://www.ilginma.com/




Le Delizie Del Cupin
A blend of Ligurian traditions 

Le Delizie del Cupin is a family-run Ligurian company that produces and offers a 
range of food delicacies, healthy and genuine high quality organic products.
Company is located in Camporosso (Im) in Liguria but has its roots in the 
tradition and culture of a small town in the Albenga hinterland: Costa Bacelega.
The village nestled on top of a hill, shows itself in all its beauty in the middle of a 
real "forest" of olive groves, Taggiasca cultivars.
Each Le Delizie del Cupin product is 100% genuine: it does not contain 
preservatives, colourants, additives, thickeners, sweeteners and flavor 
enhancers. They are made only with selected raw materials chosen from the 
best Italian producers and flavored with spices.



Le Delizie del Cupin
Products / Services for CLIA

Caviar Taggiasco
Inspired by the tradition of growing and 
harvesting olives, by the sensations and 
aromas of the oil mill and new oil, it takes 
up ancient forms of preservation, brine 
and smoking, to use them to create a 
unique product of excellence .The 
particular treatment of salting in water is 
combined with the smoking technique 
from incomplete combustion of olive 
wood.





Le Delizie del Cupin
Products / Services for CLIA

Flavored sparkling water

The new carbonated water flavored in Italy with a 
unique and delicious taste that only real fruit can offer.

Let yourself be surprised by our fresh and unexpected 
flavor combinations.

Zero Sugars, Zero Dyes

We don't want to be a "less" drink, but a "more" water.





Le Delizie del Cupin
Products / Services for CLIA

Fresh cut fruit without preservatives 
or colorings

Imagine taking a portion with you of your 
favorite fruit .  Advantages: Longer shelf 
life: less waste and lower costs. It is 
produced with high quality raw materials, 
selected every morning, handcrafted and 
packaged without the addition of any 
preservatives.

in collaboration with the Aia de Ma 
company





Le delizie del Cupin
Contacts

Reference person: Marco Donato 
Email:
marcodonato@ledeliziedelcupin.com 
Telephone: +39 333 6014850

Mobile: +39 345 211 8963
Web site: www.ledeliziedelcupin.com





VINCENZO SALVO SRL
Snapshot of the company
Greetings, we are Vincenzo Salvo SRL from Imperia, Italy. 
A family business since 1897, our brand, "Olio Salvo," offers exclusive Taggiasca 
olives, backed by DNA sequencing certification, and other selected varieties and 
their derivatives:  with us, you access unique flavours from our terraced hills 
overlooking the sea and our expertise in selecting the best flavour profiles for 
your needs. 
While we prioritize fair compensation for growers and value for consumers, our 
innovative packaging ensures convenience without compromising quality. 
We are subject to seasonal and natural constraints (global warming anyone?), 
our familial ethos guarantees transparency and integrity, and we try to 
constantly adapt to market requirements.  
Let’s embark on a journey together!

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO
VINCENZO SALVO SRL
Products / Services for CLIA

Affordability and excellence
Here we propose our selection of table olives, 
pitted and in brine instead of EXV olive oil to 
keep costing down (in a 5.8 kg bucket). A quick 
rinse with water and you’re good to go. 
Next to that: a selection of lightweight tin 
bottles (500 ml) that don’t drip, get oily or stain: 
perfect on tables and always catchy to look at.
All with 100% Italian olives. 
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COMPANY LOGO
VINCENZO SALVO SRL
Contacts

Reference person: Giles Richard Falcon
Email: giles.falcon@oliosalvo.it  
Telephone: +39 0183 779887

Mobile: +39 335 6942399
Web site: www.oliosalvo.it  

mailto:giles.falcon@oliosalvo.it
http://www.oliosalvo.it/




OPI FRUTTA
Freeze dried fruit made in Italy
Thanks to our patented technology, by dehydrating fruit at -20°C, we preserve 
the highest content of organoleptic properties (e.g. vitamins), up to 95%. The 
elimination of the liquid state of water (from ice to steam) in fruit allows us to 
preserve all its qualities. The shelf life is 18 months with no cold chain needed. 
OPI FRUTTA snacks are made from high quality fruit that we select with our best 
trusted suppliers.
Our healthy, tasty and crunchy fruit melts pleasantly in your mouth. Its unique 
flavor  is  guaranteed  by  our  process.  All  our  products  are  vegan  and 
gluten-free.
Our freeze dried fruit is not only a snack but also a perfect ingredient for making 
instant smoothies, ice creams and horeca recipes.



Premium quality 
Competitive prices
With our sustainable technology we 
save a lot of energy and provide top 
quality with very competitive prices.

Our freeze dried fruit can be used 
for different products:

● Snacks (also suitable for kids)
● Instant smoothies (ready in 20 sec)
● Ready-to-make ice creams
● Ingredients for horeca, pastry and 

bakery





OPI FRUTTA
CONTACTS
Reference person: Corso Civolani
Email: corso@opifrutta.com
Mobile: +39 348 9138052 / +39 351 799 2152

Web site: opifrutta.com / opi2b.com

mailto:corso@opifrutta.com




PrimOli Srl
Quality at its origin
The PrimOli brand gives added value to a wide range of extra virgin olive oils 
produced and bottled in Italy’s finest olive-growing areas that bear the 
European PDO/PGI certification as a guarantee of their origin and quality: Pdo 
Riviera Ligure, Pdo Garda, Pgi Toscano, Pdo Umbria, Pgi Sicilia, Pdo Sardegna, 
Pdo Terra di Bari.
As with wine, the quality of the oil is tightly intertwined to the land from which it 
originates: every oil has an individual identity encoded in its typical sensory 
profile.
PrimOli’s mission is to spread the awareness of Italian artisan olive oils and to 
connect consumers with the areas where artisan olive oils are produced, 
embarking food explorers on a real journey of discovery.

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO
PrimOli Srl
A wide range of origins

SMALL PICTURE SMALL PICTURE

Taste the difference
Our target consumers are the taste 
explorers, interested in exploring and 
discovering the traditions that lie behind 
each product. 
To the classic 500 ml green glass bottle 
format, we have recently added the 250 
ml cans: a new concept combining the 
regional bond to the organic lifestyle 
(IGP+BIO).
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COMPANY LOGO
PrimOli Srl
Contacts

Reference person: Daniela D’Arco 
Email: daniela.darco@primoli.it
Telephone: +39 010 2530024

Mobile: +39 328 0940814
Web site: www.primoli.it/en

mailto:daniela.darco@primoli.it




SANTAGATA 1907 SpA
Olive Oil Company

Since 1907 Santagata provides the finest olive oils, thanks to the utmost respect 
for the Italian tradition and the centennial experience and passion of a FAMILY.
The company is now run by the fifth generation who know all the secrets of the 
hundreds of varieties of the precious fruit of olive trees, preserves traditions and 
is open to modern technologies.
To maintain a high and consistent quality of the products, every single drop of 
olive oil is accurately tasted and selected by the Santagatas and their expert 
team of technicians.
100 years of experience are for Santagata’s customers a guarantee of 
know-how, quality and excellence.

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO
SANTAGATA 1907 SpA
Olive Oil Company

SANTAGATA products
From the best EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL of different 
origins (Italian and EU) to the basic oils for cooking, 
such as OLIVE OIL, POMACE OLIVE OIL.
FRANTOIO PORTOFINO products
From the heart of Ligurian Riviera, different qualities of 
extra virgin olive oil, from D.O.P. to Taggiasco, from 
“Riserva” to “Selezione”, with a collection of selected 
products and recipes prepared in the full respect of 
tradition: Olives, Genovese pesto, Black and green 
olive pâté, Tuna fillets.



FULL SCREEN PICTURE



COMPANY LOGO

SANTAGATA 1907 SpA
Contacts

Reference person: Barbara Banfi
Email: b.banfi@santagata1907.it 
Telephone: +39 010 9530075

Mobile: +39 335 77 77 012
Web site: santagata1907.it

mailto:name.surname@company.com




SAPORALIA
Snapshot of the company
Saporalia is an Italian company specializing in exporting high-quality 
Italian Gourmet Food to international importers and distributors. We 
offer a wide assortment of unique, top-quality products made by small 
and medium-sized artisans using traditional production methods, 
including Appetizers, Truffle products, Pasta, Cheese and Dairy, Cold 
Cuts, Sweets, Innovations and the best wines from Piedmont and from 
Veneto. Saporalia is a player for Italian high-end food products. Passion 
- Devotion – Reliability - Innovation and Service are our values as well as 
the core of our organization. Being a flexible smart and small Company 
means for us to be competitive in offering pure excellent Italian 
products. 





SAPORALIA
Products / Services for CLIA

VIVANTE BALL Balsamic 
Vinegar to bite
Balsamic Vinegar PGI from Modena that 
can be sliced, grated or chopped on your 
dish as desired. Its peculiar consistency 
allows it to be used to garnish pasta, 
vegetables, meat or fish and ice cream. 
Also available the version “Pink solid 
vinegar dressing”.



SAPORALIA
Contacts

Reference person: Mariano Mercadante 
Email: info@saporalia.com 
Telephone: +39 338 5897791

Mobile: +39 335 203699
Web site: www.saporalia.com

mailto:name.surname@company.com
http://www.saporalia.com/




 TALIS  WINE 
  In unity comes strength

Talis Wine was born as a voluntary union of six family wineries in the DOC 
«Friuli», north-east of Venice with the desire to join in the market international 
level. The winemaker seek grapes at full ripeness with the concept of «ripe 
friut», than will be collected the best matches for each variety to have a quantity 
of wine available for the markets.Talis  produces whites as well Friulano  and 
Ribolla Gialla local grapes, than Pinot Grigio and Sauvignon Blanc. About reds 
we have the Merlot and Cabernet and Refosco dal Peduncolo Rosso (local). 
Our commercial target is international market, where italian wines are not 
intended as a beverage but something that gives satisfaction, typical of Made in 
Italy. 

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO
TALIS  WINE 

Quality wine producer from Friuli

SMALL 
PICTURE

SMALL 
PICTURE

A green and pleasant land
The Talis vineyards are nestled amidst a 
luscious landscape cradled by the sea 
and sheltered by the Julian Alps, a terrain 
of lush and verdant hills that descend 
gently towards the sunny plains; this land, 
is called Friuli. Talis, wisdom of 
generations of Friulian winemakers
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COMPANY LOGO
TALIS  WINE

Contacts

Reference person:  Mauro  Cencig 
Email:   mauro@taliswine.it
Telephone:   +39 328 (539) 3920

Mobile:   +39 328 (539) 3920
Web site:  taliswine.it

mailto:mauro@taliswine.it














AZIENDA AGRICOLA IL BEY
"Il Bey" owes its name to the corsair founder of the village of Oliveto, in 
Liguria. Giuseppe and Rosmary produce extra virgin Taggiasco Oil of the 
highest quality and particularly genuine, unique for its goodness, and 
other olive derived products.
But not only that, the company also produces excellent white and 
red wines. Olive grower and winemaker since 1995, Giuseppe 
Privitera, resumes a family tradition that has its roots in the 
eighteenth century.
“The Bey” is distinguished by his love of nature, it is a Green Economy 
that has regard for the land and for the environmental impact that 
production may have. The cultivation takes place  without the use of 
herbicides and chemical fertilizers.



AZIENDA AGRICOLA
IL BEY
Ligurian Vermentino, white delicate 
wine, dry and fruity flavor.
Ligurian Pigato, white intense wine, dry, 
full and slightly bitter almond flavor.
Ligurian Rossese, red intense wine, dry 
and fruity.
The Oliva Taggiasca in brine, The EVO 
Oil and many other derived products 
(jams, dried tomatoes, olive pate).





AZIENDA AGRICOLA
IL BEY
Reference person: Giuseppe Privitera
Email: info@ilbey.it

Mobile: +39 393 9464828
Web site: www.ilbey.it

mailto:info@ilbey.it
http://www.ilbey.it/




ACETAIA VILLA MODENA
COMPANY LOGO

ACETAIA VILLA MODENA is the reference Vinegar producer in 
Modena, Italy for Premium Quality Balsamics and Finishing sauces.
Balsamic Vinegar for everyday use in 5 Litre plastic cannister to 
Platinum quality in metallic labelled bottes for special occasions.
A wide range of thick and dense ready-to-use Balsamic finishing 
sauce: Classic, Black Garlic, Red Roasted Pepper, Chili Pepper and 
more.
In our state-of-the-art Vinegar factory in Modena, Italy we produce 
with our brands and also Bulk in 1.000 litre IBC containers and also 
Private Label.
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COMPANY LOGO
ACETAIA VILLA MODENA
Products / Services for CLIA

SMALL PICTURE SMALL PICTURE

FINISHING SAUCES AND 
DRESSINGS FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS !
FINISHING SAUCES: Using a ready-to use 
finishing sauce is a simple and time-saving  
way to elevate the presentation and taste of 
a dish.   
BALSAMIC VINEGARS: Entry level quality is 
bitter-sweet and ideal in a blend with olive oil 
as a dressing. Use Premium Balsamic in drops 
and at the end of cooking.



COMPANY LOGO
ACETAIA VILLA MODENA
Contacts

Reference person: Giuseppe Scafidi 
Email: giuseppe@villamodena.it 
Telephone: +39 059 6137 466

Mobile: +39 392 8356 556
Web site: villamodena.it

mailto:name.surname@company.com



